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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
General 
 
You will find attached equipment lists for your training course and also your expedition.  They have been 
prepared with both safety and comfort in mind.  We recommend that you read them carefully when preparing 
and purchasing your individual equipment. 
 
Training Course Equipment versus Expedition Equipment 
 
The training course equipment list is the same for everyone, but the expedition equipment list is specific to 
your destination. The training course will be challenging and is designed to prepare you for your expedition.  
Temperatures do vary in the fall in New England so you will need to be prepared for the possibility of cold 
and wet weather.  
 
The climate on your expedition differs from that of the training course, therefore the equipment requirements 
will be different.  It is therefore pointless to spend money on equipment that may only be used on the training 
course. If this is the case, then you should try to borrow it (perhaps from friends, relatives or your school) or 
perhaps rent it.  The most important items that you need for the training course and expedition will probably 
be boots, a backpack, sleeping bag, and waterproof jacket (and waterproof pants for your training course 
only). 
 
 
 



 PERSONAL EQUIPMENT LIST  
 
 
General 
 
The purchase of equipment is a sensitive issue and care should be taken when putting together your 
personal expedition equipment.  Where possible, keep the cost sensible and borrow any items that you can 
from your family and friends.  Do not spend unnecessarily. 
 
Also, please be cautious when seeking advice, especially from people that may have been to the destination.  
Advice gleaned from other parties may be inaccurate for the season and the type of expedition that you are 
going to undertake.  The list attached is your official expedition equipment list and should be strictly adhered 
to.  If you are in any doubt then please contact World Challenge Expeditions. 
 
Backpacks These can vary enormously in price and specifications. When choosing a 

backpack, remember that when loaded an uncomfortable backpack could make 
your life miserable as well as being bad for your back so try on several in the 
shop. Put weight in them, take plenty of time to walk around and adjust the straps 
to see if the backpack is suitable.  The bigger the backpack you buy, the more 
you will be tempted to take with you.  The lighter and more compact your 
equipment the smaller the backpack you will need and the more comfortable you 
will be on expedition.  Remember most backpacks are not waterproof so it is 
essential you always line your backpack with a waterproof liner but avoid trash 
bags as these are too flimsy.  Do remember that you will need to keep about 600 
cubic inches of space in your backpack free to accommodate the group 
equipment. 

 
Backpack Liners  Most backpacks are not waterproof so it is important to line your pack. Most 

outdoor shops sell backpack liners ranging from nylon liners to more 
sophisticated waterproof bags. Alternatively, as a team you can invest in a box of 
heavy duty contractor trash bags available from most hardware stores for under 
$20.  

 
Daypack Depending on your destination and itinerary, the requirement for daypacks will 

vary.  On some expeditions daypacks will be used to carry gear during the day on 
the main trek and porters and mules assist in carrying the bulk of the team’s 
equipment. In this case, your daypack needs to be large enough to carry 
sufficient water and provisions for the day including any additional clothing you 
may want during the day. For other destinations, daypacks are simply used to 
carry essentials when traveling from one phase to another and will be stored 
when not in use. 

 
Sleeping Bags Sleeping well is an extremely important part of your expedition. There are two 

types of filling used in sleeping bags, Down (i.e. feathers) or Synthetic. Down 
bags are usually warmer for their weight and pack size but offer little insulation if 
wet. Synthetic bags remain warm when wet but will be heavier and bulkier than 
down bags. All sleeping bags are rated by temperature and as a general 
guideline: 

 
 2 season bag is suitable for temperatures to around 40 degree Fahrenheit -  
 3 Season bag - suitable for temperatures down to around 20 degrees 

Fahrenheit.  
 4 Season bag – suitable for temperatures down to around 10 degrees 

Fahrenheit 
 

 All ratings are only a guideline, if you know that you feel the cold when sleeping it 
may be advisable to use a warmer bag than recommended. 

 



Sleeping Bag Liners Designed to help keep your sleeping bag clean and add a couple of extra 
degree’s warmth. Silk or cotton liners pack down small and can be washed easily. 
Fleece liners are bulkier but upgrade a sleeping bag by one season. Sleeping 
bag liners are very useful if you will experience different weather and climatic 
conditions on expedition as they provide some versatility. They are also useful 
when staying at budget hotels where you may prefer to use your own linen. 

 
Sleeping Mats  When you sleep directly on the ground in your sleeping bag, you lose body heat 

trying to warm up the ground.  Sleeping mats are designed to insulate you from 
the ground while sleeping and can make a real difference to the warmth of your 
sleeping bag. There are basically two types, foam and inflatable mats.  Foam 
mats are cheap and reliable; however it is important to have a good quality foam 
mat.  The cheapest mats may not last the duration of the expedition and will 
provide very little protection.   

 
Inflatable mats are more comfortable and offer more insulation but are more 
expensive and could puncture, though repair kits are available.  It is not 
necessary to purchase this for your expedition as long as you have a good quality 
foam mat. 

 
Boots There are two types of boots: leather and synthetic.  As general rule of thumb 

leather boots will give slightly better support to your ankle and will last longer but 
do take longer to break in.  Synthetic boots offer greater comfort and breathability 
and are perfectly suitable for your expedition. Synthetic boots can also be 
waterproof if Gore-Tex lined.  Whatever boots you buy it is advisable to get them 
well before your expedition, to make sure they are comfortable.  

 
 Gaiters Designed to seal the top of the boot to prevent stones, mud etc.  
  from getting in. Also protects against wet weather. 

 
Waterproofs When you are out all day, good protection from the elements is essential for 

comfort and safety. Breathable fabrics are advisable but do not spend lots on 
fabrics such as Gore-Tex unless you plan to use them on a regular basis. 
Essential features include integral hood with stiffened peak, full storm flaps 
covering zips and pockets accessible when wearing a backpack. 

 
Fleece jackets Fleece jackets vary enormously in price.  The aim of a fleece jacket is to keep 

you warm as part of a layering system. The layering system works by trapping 
warm air between the layers, so baggy fitting layers are not effective. Fleeces 
‘wick’ (expel) moisture away from the body and retain little water, but beware of 
cheap imitations as they will not wick efficiently and weigh more. The majority of 
fleeces are not however windproof, so they usually need a shell layer to cover 
them if it is cold and windy (i.e. your waterproof jacket and trousers). 

 
Base Layers As previously mentioned, warmth and comfort is attained by the layering system.  

Thermals are the first layer or base layer and should be close fitting to work 
effectively. Their aim is to wick moisture away from the skin and dry quickly. They 
are usually available in different weights and can be quite inexpensive but avoid 
those made from cotton as these do not have any wicking properties. 

 
Water Bottles Keeping fully hydrated is essential, you will drink far more water than normal 

while trekking. Carrying two water bottles, 1 quart in size, is an option but they 
are bulky when empty and require you to stop to drink. The alternative is a 
hydration system such as a ‘Platypus’ or ‘Camelback’. These are a flexible 
reservoir with a drinking tube attached. The reservoir can be stored in a backpack 
pocket and the tube clipped to clothing for easy drinking on the move. When not 
in use they pack flat for storage. It is far better to have 2 one quart reservoirs 
rather than 1 two quart reservoir. 

 



Walking Poles These are particularly useful for longer treks (5 days plus) or high, mountain 
treks.  Research shows that the use of two walking poles can reduce the strain on 
the back, leg-joints, ankles and knees by up to 60% especially on down hill 
stretches when carrying backpacks. However, they are generally not suitable for 
jungle destinations (where they may get caught in the vegetation). If purchasing 
walking poles please note that cost does not necessarily represent extra quality, 
and two is better than one, but one is better than none at all!  

 
Money Belt  These are designed to be worn around the waist under your clothing for 

maximum security. Your money belt should ideally be large enough to carry your 
passport and your cash unfolded. 



 
TRAINING COURSE EQUIPMENT LIST 
 
 
The course will take place outdoors and may entail cold and wet conditions. Please bear this in mind when 
you are packing your backpack and ensure that everything is waterproofed. Please ensure you bring the 
following essential items: 
 
Clothing 
 

 1   waterproof and windproof jacket with hood 

 1 Pair waterproof over pants 

 1   thick pullover or fleece jacket (no cotton) 

 1   thin fleece or equivalent long sleeve top (no cotton) 

 1   thermal underwear (top and bottoms) 

 1 Pair  loose fitting walking pants (not jeans) 

 1 Pair  shorts 

 1/2  non cotton T-shirts 

 1 Pair  hiking boots (well worn in and with good ankle support) 

 2 Pairs  hiking socks  

 1 Pair gloves 

 1   winter hat 
 
Ancillaries 
 

 1   Backpack (5000 cubic inches with internal frame is recommended) 

 1   Sleeping mat 

 2   1-litre water bottles or 1 1-quart water bottle plus 1 1-litre hydration system 

 1   20 degree F Sleeping bag 
A 20 degree sleeping mat may only be required for the 3-day training course. Check the expedition 
equipment list  that follows to see what rating sleeping bag you will need for your expedition. 

 1   Flashlight  (preferably head lamp with spare batteries) 

 2   Heavy duty backpack liner 

 1   Knife, fork, spoon, mug, plate/ bowl (bowl is generally more practical) 

 1   Notebook and pencil. 

 1   Towel 

 1  Bottle hand sanitizer 

      Sufficient personal toiletries 

 Necessary personal medication 
  
Notes 
 
All equipment will be packed into your backpack and carried at all times. You will also be issued group 
equipment (i.e. tents, ropes, food, medical equipment) to carry with you so be sure to have spare room in 
your pack. 
 
 



EXPEDITION EQUIPMENT LIST 
 
 Tanzania 
Clothing  
 
Protective layer  
 

 1    Waterproof jacket with hood 

 1 Pair  Waterproof pants 

 1    Wide-brimmed sunhat (not baseball cap) 
 
Warmth layer / Trek wear 
 

 1   Fleece jacket 

 1   Lightweight down jacket or extra fleece  

 1   Long-sleeved shirt or equivalent (micro-fleece recommended) 

 2 Pairs  Comfortable, strong, quick-drying pants  

 1 Pair  Comfortable cotton shorts or equivalent 

 1 Pair  Warm gloves and /or mittens 

 1 Pair  Glove liners 

 1   Wool or fleece hat 
 
Base layer 
 

 2   non-Cotton T shirts 

 2 Pairs  Thin liner socks 

 3 Pairs  Heavy duty hiking socks 

 3 Pairs  Underwear 

 1 set  Thermal top and bottoms (long sleeve) 
 
Equipment & Additional Clothing 
 

 1    Large backpack (5000 cubic inches with internal frame is recommended) 

 1   Heavy duty liner (Contractor Trash Bags for example) 

 1   Daypack (2000 cubic inches) 

 1    3 or 4 season sleeping bag and compression sack 

 1   Sleeping bag liner 

 1    Sleeping mat (foam or inflatable for extra warmth) 

 1 Pair  Walking boots with semi rigid sole and good ankle support 

 1 Pair  Old sneakers or sandals with ankle strap 

 3   1-litre water bottles OR 2 1-litre water bottles plus 1 1-litre hydration system 

 1    Flashlight (head lamp preferably) with spare bulb and batteries 

 1  One piece bathing suit 

 1 Sarong (can be purchased in country) 

 1 Pair  Work Gloves 

 1 Pair  Sunglasses  

 1    Whistle 

 1 set  Cutlery, mug and plate/bowl (bowl is generally more practical) 

 1    Towel (not a beach towel but a travel size towel) 
 
 



 
Health and Hygiene 
 

 1    Tube sun block/high factor sunscreen (at least 30 SPF) 

 1   Tube lip sun block (at least 30 SPF) 

 1    Personal First Aid equipment  -  to include: 
Antiseptic cream 
Assorted band-aids 
Blister Kit 
Painkillers 
Antihistamine  
10 X packets of re-hydration salts  

 1    Washing/shaving equipment 

 1    Pack antiseptic wipes 

 1    Roll toilet paper 

 1    Insect repellent (with DEET)  

 Sufficient  Soap/shower gel for body, hair and clothes 

  Sufficient  Sanitary Products (females) 

  Sufficient   Foot Powder (antibacterial)  

  Sufficient   Personal Medication (i.e. inhalers/Skin cream etc) 
 
 
Ancillaries 
 

 1    Notebook and pen 

 1    Small penknife (this will need to be packed into your main pack) 

 1    Money belt or pouch (to fit around neck or waist) 

 1    Ziplock plastic bag (for storing documents) 

 1    Cheap waterproof watch 

 1   Set of resealable plastic bags for waterproofing equipment  
 
 
Group items (per 3/4 people) Please discuss together before departure 
 

 2    Medium bottles of biodegradable soap for your trekking phases 

 1   Sewing equipment 

 15m  Strong synthetic cord (for hanging washing to dry etc.) 

 1 set  Spare boot laces 

 1    Roll thick waterproof plastic tape (duct tape) 

 1    Box waterproof matches/lighter 

 1   Local Guidebook  
 
 
Documentation (Required for ‘Build-up’ Day) 
 

  1   Passport (must be valid for at least 6 months after return date) 

  1   Visa (instructions on applying for a Visa will be issued at a later date if necessary) 

  1   Yellow Card Certificate 

  4   Copies of key pages of passport 

  4   Passport photos with name and school written on reverse 

  4   Copies of contact details (to be issued at a later date) 

  1   Signed Rest & Relaxation Consent Forms (to be issued at a later date) 
 



Optional items 
 

  1   Bandana 

  1   Sweatshirt  

  1   Paperback book 

  1 pack  Playing cards or similar recreational item (per tent group) 

    Small gift(s) for locals (such as pens, pencils, crayons, balls etc.) 

  1 or 2  Walking poles (collapsible) 

  1   Sarong (can double up as a towel) 

  1   Padlock to lock up equipment where possible (per tent group) 
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